Abstract: In magnetic resonance diffusion-weighted imaging, signal intensity is influenced simultaneously by temperature, diffusivity, b value, pseudodiffusion, macroscopic motion, and T2-weighted intensity value. The purpose of this pictorial essay is to discuss and exemplify the influence that such factors and the related modifications have on signal intensity. Apparent diffusion coefficient, shine-through and pseudodiffusion will also be examined to show how T2-weighted signal intensity value and nondiffusional intravoxel incoherent motion can affect the diffusion-weighted imaging.
M agnetic resonance (MR) diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) allows measuring the degree of diffusion of water molecules in biological tissues in vivo. However, several diffusivity-related factors can influence diffusion-weighted (DW) signal intensity (SI) and should be taken into consideration for an accurate interpretation of resultant images.
The diffusivity-related factors such as b value, temperature, diffusivity, pseudodiffusion, macroscopic motion, and T2-weighted SI value are of common knowledge, but as far as we know, they have never been collectively explained, mathematically described, nor interrelated using in vitro/in vivo illustrative examples. The purpose of this review is to discuss and illustrate the influence that such factors and related modifications have on SI.
Our data were acquired with a 1.5-T superconducting MR body scanner (Intera 10.2; Philips Medical Systems, Eindhoven, The Netherlands), equipped with highperformance gradients (maximum strength of 30 mT/m; maximum slew rate of 150 mT/m per millisecond). Sequence parameters will be described in captions. To optimize signalto-noise ratio, a 4-element quadrature phased-array surface coil was used. The diffusion gradients were applied in 3 orthogonal directions: frequency-encoding (x), phase-encoding (y), and slice-selection directions (z). Finally, to reduce chemical shift artifacts, frequency-selective fat saturation was used in all in vivo diffusion acquisitions.
DIFFUSIVITY, DIFFUSION, AND APPARENT DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
Diffusion is the inconsistent and random microscopic motion of water molecules, caused by thermal energy and known as Brownian motion. In a liquid solution, the selfdiffusion of the water molecules strictly depends on the temperature and the viscosity of the solution: the greater the temperature the wider the molecular random movements.
To demonstrate how the self-diffusivity of the water molecules is influenced by the thermal energy, we devised an experiment in which we measured the diffusion coefficient of an adequate quantity of water, filling 3 test tubes, and held at 3 different temperatures (Fig. 1) . The plastic test tubes thermal insulation was ensured by a polystyrene foam envelope. With the aim to verify any thermal change, the temperature of water in each tube was measured by a digital thermometer, either just before the beginning or immediately after the conclusion of the acquisition sequence.
Diffusion can be studied and measured by MR using an appropriately designed turbo spin-echo or echo-planar sequence with 2 complementary dephasing-rephasing gradients. Spins accumulate a phase change depending on their position with respect to the first field gradient. A second imposed gradient, equal and opposite to the previous, induces a complete rephasing in the stationary spins and an incomplete rephasing in the mobile spins.
1,2 As a consequence, the motion of the mobile spins between the 2 complementary opposite gradients causes a signal loss that is proportional to the entity of the spin drift: the greater the displacement of the spins, the greater the loss of signal in relation to that produced by the same stationary spins. Strength, temporal spacing, and duration of the 2 motion probing gradients are expressed by the sensitization factor b (s/mm 2 ). Stated in general, as b increases, so does the real diffusion weighting of the sequence. Diffusion of water spins, therefore, always produces a signal loss, whereas in the case of reduction in diffusivity, a relative regional preservation in SI can be observed (Fig. 2) . The SI obtained with a diffusion-weighting sequence varies with the ability of water molecules to diffuse randomly in relation to their chemical interactions and with the structural components of the tissues (ratio of the water bonded to the macromolecules, mainly proteins) (Fig. 3) . To further explain the diffusive phenomena, we refer to the observation of various test tubes filled with water and increasing concentration of sucrose (Fig. 4) . As shown, in phantom test tubes, the higher is the percentage of sucrose in the sample, the lower is the diffusivity, and the higher is the SI in DWI. Sucrose molecules reduce the motion of water molecules with a consequent SI increase in DWI. Taking into account the random movement of water molecules, the SI loss, with respect to the signal intensity SI 0 obtained with the gradient strength b switched off, can be expressed by the equations
in which the factor ADC is the apparent diffusion coefficient: the higher the value of ADC and/or b factor, the stronger the loss of SI. The mobility of the water molecules depends on thermal energy: the higher the temperature of water, the broader the Brownian motion, the lower the SI in DWI and the higher the ADC. The ADC of the 3 water samples is plotted (y axis) versus temperature (x axis): the graph (D) demonstrates an approximately linear dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the temperature, which ranges from 12-C to 40-C. As shown, the linear dependence is demonstrated by the high coefficient of correlation (R 2 = 0.989). The SI differences among the test tubes at b value 0, is caused both by effect of imaging alternating gradients and temperature variation. In fact, the latter links with the correlation time and then, as stated by Solomon-Bloembergen theory, with relaxation rates. In a nonviscous liquid like the water, when temperature increases, correlation time decreases, and both T1/T2 become longer. The slight decrement of the SI showed by the water in the test tube (b = 0) when temperature increases (from 12-C to 40-C) is then determined by the T1 lengthening, as well.
In biological tissues, microscopic motion detected by DWI includes both diffusion of water molecules, influenced by the structural components of the tissue, and microcirculation of blood in the capillary network (perfusion). 3, 5 Moreover, molecular motion owing to concentration gradients cannot be differentiated from molecular activity because of pressure, thermal gradients, or ionic interactions.
When the perfusion contribution is negligible, ADC coincides with the diffusion coefficient D in homogenous and isotropic media because it describes the molecular average motion in an overall direction. Thus, ADC can only partially describe a more composite event when the media is anisotropic. In the case of anisotropic structures, the diffusion coefficient changes, with the variation of the orientation of the diffusion gradient with respect to the direction of the fibers, as seen in the example of the white matter tracts in the central nervous system (Fig. 5) .
Apparent diffusion coefficient, expressed as a scalar quantity, is unable to fully describe diffusion in anisotropic media. In the latter case, a full mathematical description is exclusively made possible by a tensor, which is an operator capable of taking into consideration the correlations between the 3 orthogonal directions. Although this point and the related mathematical descriptions are not the subject of the present paper, detailed explanations can be found in published sources. 2, 7, 8 An average diffusivity image, known as trace or isotropic, can be obtained from the images related to each one of the orthogonal gradient directions (frequency encoding, phase encoding, and slice selection) of the diffusion (Fig. 5 ).
T2 EFFECTS ON DW SI
The long repetition times and echo times which enable the activation of the complementary dephasing/rephasing gradients, also produce DW images that are heavily weighted on T2. The so-called T2 shine-through phenomenon is a typical example of how the T2-weighted SI can affect the DW images, in particular those with low b value. In fact, the T2 shine-through effect decreases when the b value increases (Fig. 6) . , and corresponding map (D) acquired during the same MR examination clearly demonstrate a broad area of restricted diffusion (hyperintense and hypointense, respectively) in the right corticosubcortical frontal and insular region, and lenticular and caudate nuclei. Maximum intensity projection of 3-dimensional time of flight MR angiography (E) and mean transit time perfusion map (F) obtained at that time document occlusion of the right internal carotid artery and a broaden area of ischemic penumbra, respectively. Axial FLAIR (11000/120) (G) and contrast-enhanced spin-echo T1-weighted (600/15) (H) MR images acquired 24 hours after the onset, reveal the ischemic lesion which becomes clearly evident also in conventional MR sequences. In the FLAIR acquisition (G), the high quantity of free water because of coexistence of cytotoxic and vasogenic edema well explains the SI of the lesion. Subtle dysfunction of the blood-brain barrier accounts for the faint contrast enhancement (H). Owing to this phenomenon, even in regions where diffusivity is expected to be high (low SI in DWI), SI on DW images may yield high results as a consequence of the long T2 of unbound water. This T2 effect on SI can be noticed, for example, in a cystic lesion in which movement of water molecules is free (Fig. 7) . Therefore, at low b value, high SI on DWI may be caused either by reduced diffusion (Figs. 2, 4) or by T2 shinethrough effect, as in the liquid-cystic content (Figs. 6, 7) . 6, 7, 9 From the mathematical point of view, the effect of T2 on SI is described by the equation
where SM is the signal maximum amplitude available that depends on T1 and proton density. If we substitute the equation 1 into the equation 3, we obtain SI ¼ SM I exp ðjTE=T2Þ I exp ðjb I ADCÞ:
From the latter equation 4, we can understand that the effect of T2-weighted SI [exp (jTE/T2)] could be limited by using shorter echo times with stronger diffusion-sensitizing gradient b.
However, as expected from the attenuation factor [exp (jb I ADC)] present in equation 4, SI is more sensitive to b values in the case of tissues with an attenuation factor close to 1 (that is, b I ADC $ 1). As a matter of fact, in tissues where b I ADC $ 1, an increment of the b value from 500 s/mm 2 to 1000 s/mm 2 will result in a SI reduction of about of 74%. Conversely, when b I ADC $ 0.5, an identical b value variation from 500 s/mm 2 to 1000 s/mm 2 will determine a SI reduction approximately of 40%.
On the contrary, a low SI on DWI can be determined by 2 different conditions: high tissue diffusivity or short T2. The short T2 effect is caused by a decrease or an absence of free-water molecules sometimes called the washout phenomenon (to the best of our knowledge, no references of this term can be found in the indexed literature). Nevertheless, the term washout is not very descriptive for this phenomenon because spins are not physically washing out of any slice or voxel. Rather, it is caused by a reduction of the diffusible substrate, and thus, we can call it lack of mobile spin effect. This phenomenon can be observed in the case of egg yolks (Fig. 3) , in liver coagulation (dehydrated) necrosis post percutaneous ablative treatment (Fig. 8) and in fibrotic tissue.
It should be underlined that T2 shine-through and, more in general, T2-weighted related effects are always present in DW images, even if these effects can be reduced by increasing the b value. To clear out T2-weighted effects in DWI, ADC maps should be calculated. In contrast to the DW images, ADC maps are not influenced by the effects of T2-weighted. In fact, because the term T2 is contained in both SI 0 and SI, if we substitute the equation 3 with the equation 2, we obtain.
In the identity expression 5, it is evident that the dependence on T2 is canceled. In ADC maps, hyperintensity indicates high diffusivity, whereas hypointensity represents low diffusivity. Apparent diffusion coefficient maps, therefore, show a direct correlation with the entity of diffusivity.
PSEUDODIFFUSION AND MACROSCOPIC MOTION EFFECTS ON DW SI
Apparent diffusion coefficient is an artificial parameter and its value represents all the intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM). In fact, ADC incorporates not only diffusion motions but also the so-called pseudodiffusion (D*) that consists of motions derived from perfusion. 5, 7, 10 Thus, ADC values also depend on SI alterations deriving from D* and consequently are equal to the real diffusion D only when the latter is the sole motion. Moreover, ADC is influenced by bulk, macroscopic motions, as well.
As a consequence, due to perfusion, ADC has a higher value in living tissues than otherwise expected, as already discussed. This phenomenon can be easily demonstrated in DWI acquisitions of the upper abdomen (Fig. 9) , being the ADC value of a living tissue also dependent from perfusional IVIM (D*), it relies on b value, as well. In particular, as shown in (Fig. 9G) and explained by the following mathematical functions, D* dependence is FIGURE 4. Phantom and related graph: concentration effect on water-free diffusion. Spin-echo T1-weighted (repetition time/echo time, 160/15) (A), turbo spin-echo DW MR images (3000/140), b values 0 (B) and 1000 s/mm 2 (C), and corresponding ADC map (D) of a phantom, made of agarose gel (1%) with 7 hollow cylinders filled with a liquid solution at different percent weight sucrose per weight water (0%, 5%, 10%, 12.5%, 15%, 20%, 25%). The experiment demonstrates the dependence of free diffusive phenomena of the water molecules on sucrose concentration: the higher the concentration, the lower the diffusivity phenomena, the higher the SI in DW image (b = 1000 s/mm 2 ) and the lower ADC value in the map. Signal intensity in T1-weighted image is high, due to a small amount of a much-diluted paramagnetic salt, stirred into the solution to provide for less signal saturation. The ADC (in 10 j6 mm 2 /s unit) of 7 different concentrations of a liquid solution with water and sucrose (y axis) is plotted versus the concentration value (x axis) (E). A regression line is drawn through the experimental points. The ADC of the pure water is slightly lower than the expected value (2300 10 j6 mm 2 /s) which can be explained by the small amount of paramagnetic salt that was added to reduce saturation effects. As shown, the inverse linear dependence is demonstrated by the high coefficient of correlation (R 2 = 0.97). From the mathematical point of view, the effect of the perfusion on the total SI can be modeled by taking into account the volume fraction f of the tissue water flowing through the microvessels. Consequently, the spin-echo attenuation relation 1 will have to include an additional term accounting for magnetization dephasing because of microcirculation and mimicking a diffusion process. Hence, the signal loss is described by a biexponential function versus b:
where D is the true-water diffusion coefficient, whereas D*, called pseudodiffusion coefficient, accounts for the perfusion flow. 1 To separate the different effects (D and D*), a sequence with several values of the sensitizing diffusion factor b should be planned.
Then, by applying the equation 2 over the relation 6, we obtain an expression for ADC that depends on the values of D and D* in a quite complex manner:
Such equation can be simplified, making some approximate transformations for the exponential and the logarithmic terms, according to the following practical hypothesis: 1. for weak diffusion gradients or D* small enough so that b I D* ¡ 1 and
2. for a small perfusion fraction: f ¡ 1 and for diffusion gradients strong enough so that b
From equation 7b, we can deduce that, when the b factor is high, the ADC value will result closer to the true The ADC map value calculated on this isotropic image is independent from the phenomenon of anisotropism and is adopted as a first approximation to estimate the mean diffusivity of the sample. diffusion coefficient. Thereby, for large b values, the pseudodiffusion effects are lowered, and the dependence of ADC from the perfusion decreases.
As a matter of fact, in a liquid substance also, the bulk motion of molecules can be often overlapped to the natural diffusion process. In DW sequences, the nonperfect rephasing of mobile magnetizations causes a signal loss that does not follow an exponential function. The attenuation of the SI depends on the b value, on the mean velocity of the macroscopic motion, and on the angle between the direction of the motion and the field gradient direction, as well.
Examples of such bulk, macroscopic movements which can contaminate DWI studies are represented by other nondiffusional macroscopic motions as cardiovascular, respiratory, and peristaltic movements.
With the purpose of explaining the role of a nonspecific macroscopic motion on DWI, we can perform a simple experiment (Fig. 10 ) using as additional movement the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) pulsation. Such physiological motion and its related changes in 2 different pathological conditions (ie, normotensive hydrocephalus and obstructive hydrocephalus) allows for a visual assessment of the effects of a supplementary macroscopic motion to the true diffusion.
By placing a test tube containing saline solution next to the head of a patient affected by normotensive hydrocephalus, DW sequences with low b values may show that the SI in ventricles and in the test tube differs, even if both contain free diffusible water molecules. In the test tube, DWI SI is higher than in ventricles. The different temperature (22-C) at which the test tube is held with respect to ventricles (37-C) does not entirely explain this strong SI difference, especially for low b value. By increasing the b value from 150 to 1200 s/mm 2 ( Fig. 10) , the difference in SI between the saline solution and CSF progressively decreases, without annulling.
For b values lower than b equals to 1200 s/mm 2 , CSF shows ADC values higher than those measured in the test tube, varying nonlinearly for different b factors. Such difference in ADC values is not well accounted for the simple difference of temperature. This divergence can be explained by CSF flow. In fact, in the test tube solution, there is no additional water dislocation due to CSF flow. In the ventricles, the ADC value depends on the sum of diffusion (D) of CSF (roughly similar to that of the saline solution) plus a term due to the attenuation of the signal determined by CSF flow. By increasing the b value, we can observe a reduction of motion effects regardless of the cause. On the contrary, when CSF f low decreases, as in obstructive hydrocephalus (Fig. 11) , the motion effects result less significant and DWI SI increases, if all other parameters are kept stable.
Finally, at high b values (b = 1200 s/mm 2 ), the CSF flow effect becomes almost negligible, and the higher ADC of CSF with respect to saline solution is explained by the different temperatures (37-and 22-, respectively) (Figs. 1, 12) .
In the given example, for low b factor, macroscopic motion markedly influences the obtained values of ADC, whereas a high b factor makes less important, even if not always negligible, the influence of the motion on the signal decay because of the true diffusion effect (Fig. 12) .
CONCLUSIONS
In DWI, SI is mainly influenced by diffusivity, pseudodiffusion, macroscopic motion, and T2-weighted intensity value; the latter is to be considered as an index of the amount of free-water molecules in the examined voxel. Apparent diffusion coefficient is a scalar quantitative parameter insensitive to T2 effects and incorporating all the IVIM. To obtain an image which is truly representative of diffusivity, a high b value is required, and ADC maps should be calculated. In fact, high b values increase the weighting in D and determine a progressive reduction of T2, pseudodiffusion, and macroscopic motion effects. Apparent diffusion coefficient mapping, instead, eliminates only T2 outcome (Fig. 13) . In conclusion, in DW images acquired with a low b value (G500 s/mm 2 ), a high SI area may correspond to the following: & truly reduced diffusivity, resulting in low ADC value (Figs. 2, 4) ; and & high diffusivity with shine-through effect due to liquid content, with consequent high ADC value; shine-through effect decreases when b value increases and can be eliminated by calculating ADC maps (Figs. 4, 6 and 7 ).
Conversely, a low DWI SI at low b value may be the result of 3 main possibilities:
& truly high diffusivity, with elevated ADC value (Figs. 4, 6 High b values are routinely adopted in the study of the brain and of other nonmobile anatomical regions such as muscles, bone marrow, and joints with a significant improvement in results. However, b values higher than 500 s/mm 2 are often found to produce an unacceptably low image signal in the upper abdomen. In this region, in fact, there are various sources of extremely relevant artifacts caused by cardiovascular, respiratory and peristaltic movements or by susceptibility changes at the interfaces between liver and lung. The selection of the b value should be consequently based on a compromise between image quality and adequate diffusion gradient intensity. ) and corresponding ADC map (E) shows low SI in both isotropic DW image and ADC map. Therefore, in trace image, low SI is not due to high diffusivity, but to an absence of diffusible substrate typical of coagulative necrosis (lack of mobile spin effect). 
